
Beyond Efficiency: 
Case Study

This Pharma CMO is Redefining
Biotech's Future with Digital Innovation



The biotech industry demands precision, compliance, and adaptability. This CMO
recognized the need for a document management system that not only met their
day-to-day operational requirements but also adhered to the strict regulations
imposed by FDA, GMP, and GDP. The challenge was to find a solution that could
seamlessly integrate with their existing processes and elevate them to industry-
leading standards.

As Christine Allard, the organization’s Laboratory Information Management
System (LIMS) administrator, put it: “Before ENSUR, managing documents was
cumbersome. Our old system made finding necessary information time-
consuming, and version control was messy. Audits brought on additional stress,
requiring weeks of document preparation and verification.”
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Introduction
A leading contract manufacturer in the biotech sector faced the challenge of aligning their document
management and compliance processes with the stringent standards of the biotechnology industry. Seeking
a comprehensive solution, this company implemented the ENSUR document management system to
streamline their workflows, enhance compliance, and cater to the unique needs of the biotech sector.

This organization’s transition to ENSUR marked a profound paradigm shift,
particularly in the eradication of paper-based inefficiencies that had long plagued
their document management processes. The transformative impact of this shift has
been evident in several key aspects:

The Solution: Enhancing Document Management
with ENSUR

The Problem: Hard-to-Locate Documents & Time-Consuming Audits

1. Streamlined Audits and Regulatory Compliance:
Before ENSUR, this organization’s document management relied heavily on paper, leading to arduous
challenges during audits. The process of physically retrieving batch records from storage and the potential for
errors in manual record-keeping created inefficiencies. With ENSUR, auditors gained immediate access to
electronic records, expediting the audit process and ensuring regulatory compliance. The system's electronic
signatures and versioning capabilities added an additional layer of confidence in the integrity of the
documentation.

Christine noted: “The ability to grant auditors access to ENSUR and to compile and link documents in a
designated folder was a game-changer during audits. It streamlined the whole process, saving us weeks of
prep time and making everything completely transparent."
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2. Dynamic Version Control:
The reliance on paper often resulted in confusion and discrepancies in version control. ENSUR's dynamic
version control feature brought precision to this aspect of document management. Each tweak in
formulation or modification in batch records was meticulously recorded as a version, allowing for a
comprehensive audit trail. This not only enhanced transparency but also facilitated the tracking of changes
over time, a critical requirement for regulatory compliance.
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4. Efficiency in Document Retrieval:
The days of searching through packed file boxes in warehouses for
specific documents became obsolete with ENSUR. For this CMO,
electronic storage and retrieval mechanisms replaced their
antiquated, time-consuming paper processes. Users could quickly
search, access, and retrieve documents with a few clicks, significantly
reducing both the time invested in document retrieval as well as the
risk of lost data. This newfound efficiency became especially crucial
during time-sensitive situations such as audits and regulatory
inspections.

5. Enhanced Collaborative Workflows:
ENSUR's collaborative features, such as electronic forms and notifications, transformed how teams
collaborated on documents. The traditional method of passing around paper forms and waiting for physical
signatures gave way to electronic workflows. Notifications and task lists on ENSUR's homepage ensured that
team members were promptly informed of pending tasks, contributing to smoother collaboration and
document approval processes.

3. Accelerated Research and Development Processes:
ENSUR played a pivotal role in accelerating this CMO’s Research and
Development (R&D) processes. The ability to centralize formulation
tweaks, test batches, and other critical data in a versioned format
provided an efficient means of documenting the iterative nature of
R&D activities. This streamlined approach not only improved
traceability but also facilitated the transition from R&D records to
final, approved batch records seamlessly.

And in terms of how ENSUR fits into the CMO’s growth, Christine
stated “ENSUR's adaptability was impressive, accommodating our
changing research needs as we grew. It had the potential to offer
even more than we utilized." 
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6. Secure Electronic Signatures:
ENSUR's incorporation of secure electronic signatures not only increased document security but also
revolutionized the approval process. Authorized personnel could sign off on documents electronically,
providing a verifiable and tamper-evident record of approvals. This not only met regulatory standards but also
instilled confidence in the authenticity of the documented processes.

7. Shift Toward Sustainable Practices:
Beyond operational efficiency, this organization’s move away from paper-based systems aligned with broader
sustainability initiatives. The reduction in paper usage contributed to a more eco-friendly approach, aligning
with their contemporary corporate responsibility goals.
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Lessons Learned and Recommendations
Reflecting on her experience, Christine made note of a few key lessons and best practices for biotech
companies considering ENSUR:

Embrace Electronic Forms: Leverage ENSUR's electronic forms to their full potential, avoiding the pitfalls
of printing documents. Electronic forms not only save time but also enhance control over document
workflows.
Utilize the Full Feature Set: Christine emphasizes the importance of fully utilizing ENSUR's capabilities,
urging biotech companies to move beyond using it solely as a document repository. This proactive
approach ensures that the system serves as more than just a storage solution, unlocking its full potential
in streamlining processes.
Utilize Training Management: She also noted that ENSUR’s training management functionality is a
valuable asset, serving as a comprehensive solution for tracking, assigning, and documenting employee
training. This feature is particularly advantageous for companies without dedicated training management
software.
Strive for Continuous Improvement: Encourage users to explore and adopt additional functionalities
offered by ENSUR. Continuous improvement and a proactive approach to utilizing the system's features
can lead to enhanced efficiency and compliance.

Ready to start your journey towards biotech
quality excellence?
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